
Does the civic society step back?! What can do the NGOs to strengthen civil 

society?  

The emergence and development of civil society in Europe is cannot be imagined in 

extrahistoric dimension. Rise and development of nation states and later on 

supranational structures as European UNION results of a long way. On which there was 

not only First and Second World War, but also Cold War  and other global challenges, 

which destroyed the foundations of civil society, made its work semilegal or nullified it, 

announcing the whole areas of public life total prerogative of the state.  

Speaking frankly - almost the entire twentieth century social movements and 

organizations in Europe have been forced to fight for their subjectivity, for the right to 

exist and operate. 

Almost all totalitarian or authoritarian regimes (regardless of ideologies) have seen in 

civil society an enemy that must be destroyed. In the post-war societies that were a 

part of the so-called Warsaw Pact state machinery allowed a legal existence only of civil 

society organizations that directly perform ideological and world shaping function. 

 Religious, civic, trade union organizations, that were independent of the totalitarian 

state structures, were in hiding and only the return of democratic rights and freedoms 

were able to realize their right to protest and dignified representation. Without their 

role it would be difficult to imagine Europe today, regardless of whether it is political or 

geographical definition of the term. 

At the threshold of XXI century the European Union and its neighbors are going through 

another crisis. It’s the crisis of confidence not only to the traditional political structures 



or foreign policy, but also a crisis of relations between the various structures of civil 

society and the state / states.  

New challenge for the European nations was the war in Syria, which led to mass 

migration of refugees, Russian military aggression against Ukraine, strengthening of 

terroristic threats through the activities of radical organizations, which demanded and 

demand now attention and participation of almost all political players on the continent 

and beyond. The world has become so global, that it’s not worth to dream, that  each of 

these points of concern can be localized and to imagine that their impact will be limited.  

The ghosts of terrible and sometimes shameful past, that seemed to have been fully 

understood by European societies, return back. Among them, the most dangerous look 

in our opinion the following tendencies: 

 The spread of xenophobic, antipluralist sentiments directed not only against 

refugees, but also against the common European values, democratic governance, 

the independence of individual,  rights and liberties of a man; 

 The emergence of social and political groups, which by expressing radical left or 

right rhetoric are trying to mislead society, suggesting a return to negative 

practices and ideas;  

 Attempts to undermine intra-European unity, calls for disintegration, which 

undoubtedly caused by excessive bureaucracy or myopia EU policy towards its 

own members;  

 Bureaucratization of civil society itself, which sometimes turns into completely 

constant, reactive structure, which cannot act on its own initiative and are forced 

to support the program aims, that are entirely opportunistic;  



 Focusing on local issues as isolationist reaction to the global military, 

humanitarian and political threats;  

 Cases where governments choose confrontational way communication with 

society and its structures, resulting in a crisis of legitimacy, and sometimes leads 

to animosity and civil conflict;  

 Quite slow delegating by authorities at all levels of their powers or functions to 

sustainable structures of civil society, which for example is an established and 

common practice for US (where local communities significantly economize on 

trusting important functions to NGOs and volunteer initiatives, significantly 

increasing their role in society and simultaneously solving a number of issues 

related to the economy and the rational use of resources); 

So when we started to think that times of racial, ethnic, religious or political 

segregation have gone forever and tragic lessons of Holocaust are well studied and 

deliberated – pretty rampant started to become the process of rising civic and 

political movements in Europe, who take on its banner the slogan of exclusivity. 

Elections in France, Germany and Austria demonstrated that civil society was forced 

to enter into a full fight with political populism and anti-European values, which 

were represented by some politicians and political groups. Now this struggle ended 

in favor of civil society, but whether this is the final victory? Where is the guarantee 

that as a result of the war in Syria or Ukraine, a new wave of refugees with financial 

support from Russia, reaction and revenge  forces will not receive new support from 

society and claim to power?  

The economic and political inequality that exists in the EU remains the main reason 



for the emergence of criticizing the politics of common governing, the emergence of 

reasonable and imaginary abuses and claims. 

The case of Brexit, despite its exclusivity shows that the political ambitions of some 

politicians, multiplied by populist rhetoric, may threaten the unity and present a 

negative example for other partners. 

EU policy referring the border partners, despite the current success of no visa 

regime for some countries and real support democratic transformation remains the 

prerogative of the bureaucratic and governmental structures. And direct interaction 

between these structures and civic organizations is one of the weakest spots. Europe 

is not only the Europe of nation states and governments. Europe is the community of 

stable civil societies.  Without direct interaction between civil societies of EU and 

Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia, we should not expect effective cooperation or qualitative 

changes. Technical support for new democracies in Europe, carried out by 

governments is essential. But in the absence of public control - funds allocated by 

the EU become a source of corruption schemes, generate negative attitude towards 

cooperation and indirectly undermine the credibility of the European world for new 

partners.  

The question of principles and values of civil society in the EU is the cornerstone for 

building a new dialogue, which should take place directly - without the participation 

of governmental structures. Civic organizations in Europe can no longer be 

structures that can be eliminated from a pan-European problems and ignore the 

challenges facing the closest neighbors and partners. This is a pragmatic way to a 

Great Europe, which is impossible to implement at passivity of civil societies. From 



now civil societies of EU have to focus not only on domestic issues, but to become 

subjects of diplomacy by helping young civil society in Ukraine, Moldova, Georgia 

become institutionally mature and relatively self-sufficient subjects.  

It is also important to note that concerns and frank misunderstandings admire some 

of European societies by totalitarian and authoritarian practices ongoing in the 

Russian Federation. 

The presence of a powerful movement Putinshershteye (in Central Europe), who 

justifies in the eyes of Europeans annexation of Crimea, the occupation of the 

territory of Ukraine, Georgia, destruction and arrests of civil society activists and 

political opposition)shows that that we are all in danger. 

Like almost a century ago, authoritarian policies and their rhetoric’s look attractive 

for some part of the European community. The tragedy of Syria, use of chemical 

weapons against civilians - is just the result of appeasement the policy of Putin and 

his ally Assad in the Middle East. Can the European civil society withdraw 

themselves from this geopolitical reality? Can we watch indifferently as European 

values, right for life and safety become an empty space before a new totalitarian 

project? How realistic we feel and outline these threats, which bring Russian 

military, propaganda, exploration and subversive work in Europe? For whom this 

bell tolls? It appeals to all civil societies and organizations of Europe and must unite 

their efforts before the new challenges that threaten not only the state structures, 

but the continent in general. First the enemy attacks our democratic values and 

subsequently reduces the impact of society on political government, hiding behind 

deceptive garments of political expediency. 



Considering the above named issues, we see no other option than revising the 

strategy and tactic of civil society in the EU countries on these three important 

components: 

 Activity of NGO within its own state border; 

 Activity of NGO across the EU; 

 Activity of NGO within Europe as continent (interaction with civil societies of 

neighboring countries). 

No doubt that development level of civil society in the EU countries is pretty high, in 

most countries governments are partners and co-financier of local and national 

initiatives implemented by NGOs. However, the most important institutional stage 

are NGOs which operate at the community level, influencing local policy and 

implement important social function, serving as an intermediary and executor of 

social needs. Sharing experiences should be the basis for future action - as in almost 

every region there are NGOs with very successful  projects cases, which can be 

transferred to any sphere of public life (regardless of whether it is prevention or 

combating family violence or fight against discrimination).  As civil society is 

horizontally structured and there is no competition, similar to the business world - 

we finally need to create a joint bank of projects that have been successfully 

implemented and had effects / results for local communities. It means that instead 

of deliberate restriction of activity and responsibility zone, we must create a system 

of mutual support and mentoring. If you have successfully implemented the project 

and received quality results and have a professional team - share this experience. 



Perhaps thanks to you and your experiences will appear new structures and areas of 

responsibility of civil society both within your region and the whole country.  

European Union is not a mechanical community, which was formed exclusively on 

the basis of economic interests of individual countries. Despite the fact that basis of 

the EU structures are  cross-border economic unions, now they are currently talking 

about the need to rise of European values, which goes far beyond the purely free 

market and recognition of human rights ideas. Europe of values will be possible in 

that case if the solidarity of civil societies in Europe will dominate the political 

egoism and regard the interests of all partners. We see no other way than formation 

of public spaces for creating consensus. Despite the heterogeneity of civil society in 

the EU, different levels of institutional sustainability, the level of involvement of 

citizens in their activity there is a need for new forms of communication that would 

be focused around pan-European challenges, and would not have forums dedicated 

exclusively to sectoral problems (human rights or overcoming xenophobia), which 

would let to come to national and EU government with a joint program of action 

with proposals for a short-term, mid-term and strategic periods. Civil societies 

should show greater activity in lobbying common interests at pan-European level, 

forcing officials to be partners, not only managers of funds and instructions. If there 

is a parliamentary representation of the EU, why there is no representation of civil 

society? Do NGOs of Europe have no right for their own authority that is able to 

shape and influence internal and external policies of the EU? To what extent 

European politicians are responsible to the civil societies of Europe? Are there 



enough existing formats of interaction at the level of national governments, EU 

institutions and civil societies? 

Civil societies of the EU partner countries, which currently are only on the way to 

maturation of democratic institutions, require special attention from the EU 

institutions, national governments and civil societies. However, starting or 

continuing this interaction, we consider it necessary to draw your attention to the 

following factors: 

 "Young age" of civil society structures in most of the former USSR countries, 

they’re not mass character;  

 Deformed structure of civil society, where trade unions are often rather a vestige 

of Soviet totalitarian legacy than institutions with full protection of rights and 

interests of citizens' groups;  

 Closed type of NGOs,  conscious restriction of their activities to the interests of 

small target audience, which automatically leads to their transformation into 

closed micro groups;  

 The lack of state or municipal financing, frank aversion by governmental 

structures of transparent financing the public initiatives, conversion funding to 

payment for political loyalty; 

 Corruption use of EU funds, international funds and organizations for personal or 

group enrichment, which usually involved officials too, not NGO only; 

 Weak political and civic culture, which leads to ambivalent attitude to the 

Institute of Law the, use of their political and civil rights as well as the inability to 

widespread use of mechanisms of direct democracy;  



 The presence of public organizations established for the purpose of political 

backing some political groups, which serve as a cover for various manipulations 

of public opinion by creating appearance, that NGOs are full participants in 

political process  

 Lack of financial independence of NGOs, dependence on grant activities, own 

financial activity and business ownership to meeting statutory goals are still 

quite difficult;  

In what way can we overcome these realities? Will the European civil societies be 

capable to build a direct relationship with civil society in Ukraine, Georgia or Moldova? 

Why EU funds or international foundations are provided to the accounts of state 

structures, while there is a possibility for establishment trust funds or other forms, that 

will minimize financial and corruption risks and include representatives of local 

communities as controllers, executors and administrators of these funds?   

We believe that, the main task of interaction is the construction of direct relations 

between the NGO of the EU partner countries and NGOs that exist in the EU. Only then 

can we hope for results. However, it is very long and a bumpy ride that will require 

patience and wisdom of both countries. Social, political and economic realities are quite 

different so easy to transfer practices of European civil society and effective influence 

on government structures. 

We would like to stop at 5 important points that we consider essential for 

strengthening civil society in the EU and the partner countries (neighbor): 



1. Search and support for new leaders of civil society (raising the level of 

professionalism and education); development of new institutional capacities of 

civil society, refusal to exclusive supporting institutions, which are 5 years old or 

more. For Ukraine - it is more than just an urgent need.  Due to Russian 

aggression in the country faced with new forms of civic engagement, such as 

volunteer centers dealing with post-traumatic syndrome in former and active 

military, adults and children affected by military action veteran organizations 

dealing with integration into civilian life former servicemen, community 

coalitions and NGOs of IDPs and others.  Due to Russian aggression in the country 

new forms of civic engagement arise, such as volunteer centers dealing with post-

traumatic syndrome of former and active militaries, adults and children affected 

by military action, veteran organizations dealing with integration into civilian life 

of former servicemen, community coalitions and NGOs of IDPs and others. Even 

though some funds have started training programs for new NGO in Ukraine, it 

does not mean their either institutional or financial sustainability; 

2. Revising principles of interaction with NGOs - bringing them to full dialogue and 

joint projects, involving not only the volunteer exchange, but the exchange of 

experience and relevant information to synchronizing joint actions and a 

comprehensive  problems vision; 

3. Strengthening institutions of civil society through mediation of civil structures of 

the European Union, joint meetings with the political government of the EU and 

national governments, which would significantly strengthen the impact of NGOs 

on forming state and uniate policies and prioritization. Civil societies and 



organizations have to become the goodwill ambassadors and diplomats of the 

civil societies of Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova and other former Soviet countries to 

enhance the credibility of their partners and strengthen them. Politicians must 

lose the exclusive right to determine priorities for cooperation; 

4. Funding institutions of civil society in the new democracies, neighboring the EU, 

should become transparent and accountable. We believe that the current level of 

cooperation is unsatisfactory and that promotes corruption and shadow schemes 

in using money.  Civil societies of EU, through its NGOs, have to show more 

responsibility in the use of taxpayers' money - instead of withdrawal should 

appear a balanced proactive position. EU governments must understand that the 

local bureaucratic structures is one of least reformed and those that rather 

simulate the interaction with civil society within the country.  To avoid the 

corruption risks and shadow use of funds - the civil societies of EU together with 

civil structures of the neighboring countries must set new forms of organizing 

and control of the use of funds aimed to solving socially important issues, caused 

by Russian aggression, the emergence of numerous of IDPs, worsening situation 

of other vulnerable groups;  

5. Civil societies of the EU should form a definite position regarding authoritarian 

and totalitarian practices, which are returning to the world thanks to the political 

leadership of Russian Federation and actively intervening into political and social 

life in Europe. Removal an email address of candidate in Presidents of France, 

supporting reactionary politicians and movements, organizing public revolts in 

the former Yugoslavia - this is not a complete list of threats to democracy and 



local communities. If we avoid this conversation and responsibility for our 

common future, then we can confidently say that these political manipulations 

will cause not only a threat to democratic governance in Europe, but also a 

limiting and attack on civil society. The civil society of Ukraine more than ever 

needs not only financial or institutional support from European partners, but also 

a common vision and fighting negative activities of Russian Federation.  It is 

necessary to realize that a military conflict smoldering in Eastern Ukraine 

can become a pan-European fire. 

Thanx for your attention! I sincerely invite you for discussion! 

 


